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Abstract. An important part of nursing care is the physiotherapist’s physical exercise recovery training (for instance, walking),
which is aimed at restoring athletic ability, known as rehabilitation (rehab). In rehab, the big problem is that it is difficult to
maintain motivation. Therapies using robots have been proposed, such as animalistic robots that have positive psychological,
physiological, and social effects on the patient. These also have an important effect in reducing the on-site human workload.
However, the problem with these robots is that they do not actually understand what emotions the user is currently feeling.
Some studies have been successful in estimating a person’s emotions. As for non-cognitive approaches, there is an emotional
estimation of non-verbal information. In this study, we focus on the characteristics of real-time sensing of emotion through heart
rates – unconsciously evaluating what a person experiences – and applying it to select the appropriate turn of phrase by a voice-
casting robot. We developed a robot to achieve this purpose. As a result, we were able to confirm the effectiveness of a real-time
emotion-sensitive voice-casting robot that performs supportive actions significantly different from non-voice casting robots.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, the proportion of older people has increased due to the trend of declining birth rates and people
living longer. The super-aged society is progressing in such a way that by 2025 in Japan, the elderly population
will have reached approximately 30% of the total population [1]. Along with the increase in seniors aged 65 years
and over, the increase in the burden of nursing care is becoming very significant. As part of nursing care, the
physiotherapist’s physical exercise recovery training (for walking, etc.), which is aimed at restoring the athletic
ability to people whose physical function has declined, is called rehabilitation (rehab). In rehab, the burden on
the caregiver is enormous. Meanwhile, for the practitioners, there is the problem that it is difficult to maintain
motivation as the work is troublesome, sometimes does not have clear best practice, and seems to feel that there is
no clear achievement [2].
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Robot therapy has been introduced in medical and welfare facilities, to tackle problem such as caregiver shortage
[3,4]. Animal-type robots were proved that they could provide patients such as elderly people with good psychologi-
cal and social effect, and reduce the onsite workload of the caregiver. Paro, the therapeutic robot developed by AIST,
has been used in environment such as hospitals or nursing care facility where live animals cannot be introduced due
to possible harm and hygiene concern. Paro is equipped five perception sensors; tactile, light, audition, temperature
and posture sensors. It can learn names and behaviors of the people by combining these sensors. Gradually, Paro can
build relationship with the owners through its interaction and the owner is expected to interpret as if it had feelings
like living things. However, this therapeutic robot’s stimulus-response learning was a rule-based model. It could not
really understand what emotions the owner is feeling at that time. In addition, Paro can only make the sound like a
seal’s bark, in situations with a specific purpose such as rehab, no consideration is given to how exactly to promote
the owner’s motivation.

Verbal interaction is an important mechanism in establishing social interaction. Verbal encouragement is a com-
mon technique used by therapists to encourage patients to perform to their maximum potential during rehabilitation
sessions. It was found that verbal encouragement significantly increased performance of participants in a motor
endurance task [5]. Carrillo et al. developed the humanoid social robot NAO as a social robot for pediatric reha-
bilitation aid [6]. NAO was designed that it would perform the exercise in front of the child and provide verbal
encouragement during the rehabilitation session. It also provided enticements upon the completion of exercise sets.
It was found slight improvement in patient’s motor skill after their training with the robot compared to conventional
treatment [7].

The motivation of this research is to reduce the workload of the caregiver by proposing a robot equipped with
verbal encouragement for the patient’s rehabilitation. In this work, the robot is called a voice-casting robot. We
propose the method that automatically select encouragement phrases according to the patient’s condition. According
to Kishiba et al. [8], the caregiver’s message should not be instructive nor imperative but should try to be supportive.
Though, many literatures suggest that personality of the patients also effect desired caregiver message in social
agents [9,10]. An imperative voice-casting would concern mainly on the person calling (casting their voice), a
supportive voice-casting would consider the condition and emotion of the listener, or the rehabilitation patient
instead.

In order to estimate a person’s condition and emotion, many studies have been done. For example, Takeuchi
et al. [11] proposed a cognitive approach that uses natural language processing to estimate emotion through the
data analysis of dialogue. However, our work focuses on elderly patients. Elderly patients are believed to be more
skilled to the social expression of emotion than younger adults, so they are skilled in inhibiting expression [12],
and more likely to express positive emotional expression [13]. This makes the estimation of condition and emotion
inherently difficult. On the other hand, there is a non-cognitive approach that could estimate emotion from non-
verbal information such as people’s gaze, head position, facial and mouth expression [14], or even body posture
[15]. However, there are many challenges to recognizing emotion from these kinds of expressions. In a laboratory,
emotions can be acted or primed, but in the real world, the onset of emotion is often unclear, which could make the
data difficult to window, causing noises in the windowing the data [16]. Also, every subject has their own experience
of emotion, which could lead to a misleading self-description of emotions that are difficult to classify [17]. Recently,
machine learning or deep learning techniques made it possible to learn such subjectively changing expressions and
estimate emotion based on the learning data [18]. It is still not sufficient to associate the physiological state with
cognition and its expression.

In the fields of affective computing [19] and personality computing [20], a method has been proposed for esti-
mating the state of a person using the mechanically collected characteristics of a person, usually collaborated by
subjective questionnaires. As mentioned above, however, it is difficult to correctly identify one’s state in a real-time
[20]. Therefore, it is necessary to find a suitable method that can objectively estimate one’s state (human condition)
and emotion.

To identify one’s state, biometric information for estimating emotion has been proposed in recent years. Biomet-
ric information such as electroencephalogram (EEG), electrocardiogram (ECG) is widely studied and used in the
classification of emotion or state of mind [19]. However, it is difficult to practically measure EEG using electroen-
cephalographs in situations such as rehabilitation in rehab sites or clinics. In contrast, the ECG measurement of
heart rate is considered to be suitable for human state estimation because data can be easily collected. Hoshishiba et
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al. [21], analyzed the heart rate variability using regular music stimulation and pointed out that music has an influ-
ence on the parasympathetic nerve activity and that there is a positive correlation between the change in tempo and
the respiratory components responsible for heart rate variability [22]. As a result, heart rate variability can uncon-
sciously reveal what a person has experienced through the autonomic nervous system when responding to external
stimuli.

Based on the above findings, we will use the heart rate in this work as the biometric information for evaluating
the external voice stimulation. In this research, we propose the development of a rehabilitation-aiding voice-casting
robot that can estimate human emotion through real-time sensing of biometric information. During the rehabilitation,
the robot will automatically select suitable supportive phases from the database for voice-casting to encourage the
patient. The evaluation of the developed system is done through questionnaire and biometric information evaluation.
The evaluation result shows that our proposed voice-casting based on emotion estimation performs effectively.

2. Related works

A therapeutic baby seal robot named “Paro” was developed by Dr. Takanori Shibata of Japan’s National Institute
of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST) and has been widely used around the world [2,3,23]. A
therapeutic robot has the advantage that it can be carried out more easily than live-animal therapy because the robot
is safer in terms of sanitation and also behavior. The baby seal-like robot Paro [4] made possible with tactile, visual,
auditory, and balance senses using its internal sensors, and by combining these data, it can learn people’s names
and actions. With Paro, it is possible to gradually build up the relationships between Paro and its owners through
interactions, and the owners are expected to interpret it as if Paro had feelings. It is recognized that animal therapy
has mainly (1) psychological effects: an increase in the number of smiles and motivation, mitigation of “depres-
sion,” etc., (2) physiological effects: a decrease in stress, blood pressure, etc., and (3) social effect: an increase in
communication, etc. Shibata et al.’s research aimed to verify empirically whether or not the effects of (1)–(3) exist
in robot therapy. Shibata et al., have performed experiments using Paro robots and have shown that they have been
effective [2]. However, Paro is mainly healing patients with its animal-like voice and soothing appearance. It does
not, for example, improve the specific motivation of patients in rehab by speaking a natural language.

One of the factors that can enhance the effectiveness of rehabilitation therapy is the level of ambition of the rehab
patient themselves [11]. Motivation is the driving force of action and the necessity of all kinds of activities. It is
an important factor in the success of rehabilitation and frequently it is used as a determinant of the rehabilitation
outcome [24]. Thus, if a patient’s motivation is decreased, it could mainly effect the rehabilitation therapy. Kibishi
et al. [8] tried to tackle this problem by investigating the degree of patients’ motivation based on many phrases used
by physiotherapists, occupational therapists, physicians, etc., during the rehabilitation therapy at a rehab hospital
[4]. The investigation was done through a questionnaire, based on eight rehabilitation scenarios: rehab starting time,
rehab ending time, before the practice of walking, before the practice of using toilet, before the practice of getting
dressed, waiting during rehab, describing self-pain level, when the patient was successfully able to do something that
they could not do before. The staff participants were asked to classify spoken phrases that were commonly used in
those scenes as appropriate or inappropriate. Then, the rehabilitation patients were asked to rate all the phrases into
three levels: increase motivation, neutral, or decrease motivation. As a result, the content of the phrases affects the
patient’s rated motivation level. Also, they found that advisory/supportive phrases rather than instructive/imperative
phrases were an essential factor that affects the motivation in rehabilitation. Although these results are based on
human-human communication, it is possible to apply them to the voice-casting robot in our work.

3. Voice-casting robot

3.1. The objective of this work

The purpose of this research is to reduce the workload of the human caregiver, by using a voice-casting robot in
rehabilitation therapy. Our proposed voice-casting robot will estimate the patient’s emotion using real-time sensing
of biometric information and select suitable supportive phrases for voice casting in order to increase the patient’s
motivation during rehabilitation therapy.
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3.2. Proposed methods

As a preliminary system, we focus on walking rehabilitation therapy, because walking is highly necessary for
daily life, and home rehabilitation can be performed. Unlike Kibishi et al. [8], who used individual staff’s voices
for voice casting, we use a robot for voice casting. We selected some spoken phrases that were empirical evaluated
as effectively motivating the patients from Kibishi et al.’s finding [8] and store in the robot’s phrase database for
selective voice-casting during the rehabilitation therapy. The voice casting is performed automatically by selecting
suitable natural language phases from the phrase database according to the patient’s state. The patient state (emotion)
will be interpreted into two types: positive or negative. If the patient is in a positive state, it can be assumed that
motivation can be increased.

There are three parts to this paper:
(1) Design and implementation of the voice-casting robot
(2) Real-time measurement of the patient’s emotion while doing rehabilitation. The emotion estimation result is

classified as a positive or negative feeling.
(3) The robot will encourage positive emotion by making voice-casting based on the judgment of sensing and

analysis of the emotion at that time.
In (1), the design and implementation of the voice-casting robot, we design a robot that speaks while accompa-

nying a walker during rehabilitation. The robot is implemented using commercially available hardware and micro-
computers. The robot will be equipped with a built-in speaker so that it can cast supportive phases to the patient
while accompanying the patient in the rehabilitation. To achieve appropriate voice-casting, the robot should keep a
certain distance from the patient. The rehabilitation scenario used in the evaluation is a walking training scenario,
as it usually requires the human caregiver to guide while walking. Biometric information will be used to objectively
measure the positive/negative emotion throughout the rehabilitation to realize (2) and (3).

3.3. Measurement and analysis of emotion using heart rate sensors

Biometric information is the activity data of the body, unconsciously generated by humans, such as heart rate,
blood pressure, and brain waves. It is generally used in the investigation of the health condition of a person. In recent
years, engineering applications have been developed as a means to evaluate human emotions and psychology [25].
Unconscious activities are controlled by the autonomic nervous system (ANS), and we perceive them as emotion.
The ANS transmits stimuli from the outside world to the brain as sound and vision, and when they are interpreted
as stimuli, a reaction of the ANS is generated as a response. The index related to the ANS as described measures the
mental and physical activity, tension and excitement, arousal and relaxation level, mental burden, and so forth [26].

Heart rate variability (HRV) analysis has become a popular noninvasive tool for assessing the activities of the
autonomic nervous system [27]. It was suggested that HRV could be an objective tool to evaluate emotional re-
sponses [28]. Also, there is a report that shows a correlation between a subject’s emotional state and HRV [29].
HRV shows the variation of the R wave to R wave interval of heartbeat (RRI), that is, the fluctuation of the instan-
taneous heart rates. Since the fluctuation of the R-R intervals is large at rest, it can help suggest times of stress and
tension. By measuring RRI (R-R Intervals), we can evaluate whether the person is relaxed (experiencing comfort),
or tense/experiencing stress (discomfort) [25,26,30–32].

3.4. Comfort/discomfort judgment by pulse

pNNx is a method for easily measuring RRI. pNNx indicates the ratio of consecutive RRI differences lasting x
milliseconds and more. The value of x is considered to have a strong negative correlation with “stress” or “discom-
fort” at 20 � x � 50, and with “comfort” at larger values [22]. Based on this fact, we used p = 50 (pNN50)
to judge comfort/discomfort by whether each of the last 30 consecutive RRI (R-R Interval) differences last over
50 ms. pNN50 has better statistical properties and has been used in several studies to measure physiological stress
and emotional state classification for robotics application [33–36].

Therefore, in this study, heartbeat and pulses were assumed to be equal, and pulses were used for calculation of
pNN50. Pulses can help observe how the heart works and delivers blood to the whole body through blood vessels
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Fig. 1. Appearance of our proposed voice-casting robot used in preliminary experiment.

in all parts of the body. Therefore, despite a slight time delay, we can obtain waveforms substantially synchronized
with the heartbeat. Especially in the case of pNN50, since only R waves can be detected, pulses were considered to
be sufficient.

For pulse observation, the pulse sensors by Sparkfun Electronics™ SEN-11574 were used. They can target the
capillary vessels close to the epidermis and measure the amount of hemoglobin in blood by gauging the strength of
the visible light reflected by the green light-emitting photodiode. In addition to the ability to attach to fingertips, this
sensor was used because data can be easily obtained with a microcomputer.

3.5. Prototype implementation

A small computer (Raspberry Pi 3 Model B) was built into the body, and a 5-inch liquid crystal display (LCD)
was used for the face display. The robot was also equipped with a dynamic speaker for voice casting, one mono
amplifier, and a crawler for movement. The crawler used the assembled type for the model. For the power supply,
we used two AA batteries to drive the crawler, two 006P types (9 V) batteries for Arduino and speaker operation,
and a commercially available lithium-ion battery (5 V) for the Raspberry Pi and LCD. For the screen display, the
image used as the facial expressions displayed on the LCD was designed with reference to the expression shown on
NAO, developed by Softbank Robotics in 2004 [37]. It is a very simple face with only two eyes and one mouth. For
the speech model of the robot, we use open-jtalk¬-mecab-naist-jdic package for dictionary and hts-
voice-nitech-jp-atr503-m001 package from OpenJTalk, which is an open source software that inputs
natural language in a string format and consistently performs speech synthesis. For sound synthesis, we used the
aplay command included in Advanced Linux Sound Architecture (ALSA), which is a kernel component of Linux
for audio playback. In order to execute console commands from Python, we used the subprocess module, a
package for Python.

3.6. Preliminary experiments

We conducted a preliminary experiment (N = 1) using the developed voice-casting robot. A commercially
available walking assistant robot was used as a walking assistant tool, and our proposed voice-casting robot is
placed in front of the walking assistant tool. The voice-casting robot used in this experiment is shown in Fig. 1.

For the procedure, first, a 2-minute rest period is scheduled for baseline pulse measurement. Then, the participant
was instructed to walk on a straight path of 8 m using a walking assistant robot while hearing supportive phrases
casting by the voice-casting robot that is positioned a certain distance in front of the participant (see Fig. 2). Phrases
used in voice casting are as follows:

(1) “Let’s do our best today,” at the beginning of walking practice
(2) “A little more”
(3) “Let’s keep up the good work,” at the end of walking practice

The experiment ended 10 seconds after the casting phase (3). Scenes from the actual experiment are shown in
Fig. 2. During the entire rehabilitation, the voice-casting robot is always located about 1 m ahead of the walking
assistant robot to accompany the participant.
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Fig. 2. Photos from the experiment (left: diagonal rear view, right: side view).

Fig. 3. Changes in the pNN50 value of the participant during the entire experiment.

pNN 50 was used for emotion estimation. We measure the rate of change of pNN50 value throughout the interval.
The rate of change (%) of pNN50, �pNN50, can be calculated by the following equation;

�pNN50 = 100

(
Ee − Es

te − ts

)
,

where Ee is the emotional value of pNN50 at the end of the interval, Es is the emotional value of pNN50 at the
beginning of the interval, te is the time at the end of the interval and ts is the time in the beginning at the interval.

This calculation’s results will show the trend of the status of changing emotion. If �pNN50 � 0, it will be changing
to the positive state. On the contrary, if �pNN50 < 0, the state of the emotion would be changing to the negative
state. The changes in the pNN50 of the participant during the entire experiment is shown in Fig. 3. We stipulate that
the time period between voice casting phrase (1) and just before voice casting phrase (2) as Section A, that between
voice casting phrase (2) and just before voice casting phrase (3) as Section B, and that between voice casting phrase
(3) and the end of the experiment as Section C. From Fig. 3, the average changes rate of pNN50 values were refer
from the start time until the end time of each section. The pNN50 value changes for consecutive voice castings was
+1.88% in section A, +1.18% in section B, and +1.63% in section C. In the case of no voice casting in the same
sections, it was +0.44%, −3.93%, and −1.43%, respectively. As a result of voice casting, we noticed the increase
in the value indicating comfort. However, it was also found that the absolute value indicating comfort was high even
when there are no voice-casting, therefore, further investigation is required. In fact, this result only preliminary and
implied for only one subject which aim to validate the proposed method. Thus, the appropriate approach will be
considered for improvement in the next step.

3.7. Issue and improvement

From the participant interview after the preliminary experiment, we found that the robot’s motor sound was
perceived as an annoying noise, and unstable motion and movement of the walking assistant robot were the causes
of the feeling of discomfort. Based on these comments, we believe that it is possible to improve the design and
implementation of the robot to better suit the rehabilitation as follows;
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Fig. 4. Appearance of our proposed voice-casting robot.

(1) Improvement of the movement mechanism
(2) Improvement of the robot’s body design
(3) Improvement of the amplifier
(4) The addition of a wireless communication function.

Improvement of movement mechanism can be done by replacing the assembly-type setup with the ready-made
sealed-type setup for the transmission and the errors in the left and right drivers of the crawler may be reduced and
the voice-casting robot may be able to walk in a straighter line.

In the preliminary experiment, the facial expressions implemented a blinking effect because there was feedback
saying that “eyes that blink appear to be more life-like.” The facial images were passed to OpenCV functions
and displayed on full screen on a 5-inch LCD, and images were switched and displayed every 2 to 5 seconds as
determined by randomly generated numbers.

Moreover, a motor driver IC was added so that it could be controlled directly from Raspberry Pi’s GPIO pin with-
out going through Arduino. Furthermore, by using Raspberry Pi’s GPIO control library pigpio, speed adjustment,
and reversal by software PWM control can be performed flexibly. For improvement of the robot design, we consider
that the driving unit is exposed to achieve different impressions from the participant. The voice-casting robot must
be stable during rehabilitation therapy, so we use a white acrylic plate, which yields the feeling of a smooth surface
and also high stability.

For the improvement of the amplifier, the monaural amplifier which yields unstable noise was changed to the
commercial stereo amplifier. With the stereo amplifier, the voice is easier to hear with a suitable level of volume.

Finally, we add the wireless communication function for the communication between the pulse sensor and the
robot. The system in the preliminary experiment did not use wireless communication so the wire could be acciden-
tally stepped on by the participant during the rehabilitation therapy, leading injury.

The appearance of the voice-casting robot whose design and mounting have been improved is shown in Fig. 4, and
the design block diagram is shown in Fig. 5. By using the wireless communication function, a seamless acquisition of
pulse data can be achieved. Pulse data are acquired from the pulse sensor and sent wirelessly to the microcomputer,
which calculates and analyzes emotional state based on the pNN50 value.

3.8. Phrases used in voice casting

Our voice-casting robot will select phrases differently based on its judgment of comfort/discomfort. Abreu et al.’s
threshold was used for the comfort/discomfort emotion judgment based on the pNN50 value [38]. In their work,
they found that 0.23 was appropriate as a threshold to indicate comfort. We selected phrases that were found as
appropriate voice casting phrases for rehabilitation therapy [8]. The voice casting phrases selected according to the
judgment of comfort/discomfort are shown in Table 1.
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Fig. 5. A block diagram showing the design of our voice-casting robot.

Table 1

Voice casting phases selected according to the judgement of comfort/discomfort by analyzing the level of pNN50

Discomfort (pNN50 < 0.23) Comfort (pNN50 � 0.23)

Begin Thank you for using Today let’s do our best!

Middle of the walk Do you want to have a break? You look happy, I am also happy

You do not have to rush Only a little bit more

Later Let’s try gradually like this See you tomorrow

4. Evaluation of voice-casting robots

4.1. Overview

Based on the issues found in the preliminary experiment, we developed an improved version of the voice-casting
robot that makes appropriate voice casting based on the comfort/discomfort judgment. The following experiment
was conducted to evaluate our updated version of the voice-casting robot.

4.2. Subject

Nine participants (two females and seven males, with an age range 20–40 years old) took part in this experiment,
having given consent. Before the experiment, the participants were informed of the reason for the development of
the voice-casting robot and briefly instructed on the operational method.

4.3. Experiment method

Four patterns of robot movement are used in the experiment. Table 2 shows the combination of robot movements
for each pattern. VC stands for voice casting, with or without judgment using biometric information. ‘Follow Up’
is the supportive behavior added in this updated version of the robot, that is, once the robot goes forward, it would
come back to check on the patient. We added this behavior in the updated version as a result of the discussion with
physiotherapists that it would be beneficial using follow up behavior.

Follow-up was added to the supportive behavior, as a result of the discussion with the expert researcher in reha-
bilitation therapy, Prof. Fujimoto from the University of Human Arts and Sciences, Japan. He suggested to consider
a patient’s social background and the state of the patient in the meantime during the rehabilitation therapy. The
voice casting is a supportive behavior but appeals only to the auditory sense. Therefore, we added a follow-up as
a supportive visual behavior in our updated system. This follow-up behavior is performed by the robot as it moves
back to check on the patient and performs a caring action for the patient, as shown in Fig. 6.

In order to eliminate bias as much as possible, two participants are deliberately assigned to the pattern I, while
the remaining patterns II to IV were rearranged to the rest of the participants with random numbers generated by
Mersenne Twister.
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Table 2

The combination of actions for each robot movement pattern

Pattern of Robot Movement Movement

VC (w/biometric information) Follow up

I. Move only X X

II. Move + Voice Casting O X

III. Move + Follow Up X O

IV. Move + Voice Casting + Follow Up O O

Fig. 6. Follow-up scenario.

4.4. Experimental procedure

According to the comment received from participants in preliminary experiment, the walking path was adjusted
to a length of 6 m, and a walking machine (the walker shown in Fig. 6) frequently used by elderly people in need of
walking rehabilitation was used. The experimental procedure is as follows:

0. A pulse sensor is attached to the participant for measurement throughout the experiment.
1. 1-minute of resting time was given at the beginning for baseline measurement. During the resting time, the

participant was instructed to look at the outside scenery through the window.
2. The participant starts walking using the walker along the path. During this period, the robot made voice

castings based on the judgement of participant’s state. The voice casting phrases were selected as shown in
Table 1.

3. Once the participant walked through the walking path, they were required to answer the subjective evaluation
questionnaire.

4.5. Subjective evaluation using a questionnaire

The subjective questionnaire is a self-evaluation of motivation level. There are six levels of motivation: very
motivated, motivated, a little motivated, a little unmotivated, unmotivated, and very unmotivated.

4.6. Measurement of biometric information

In order to acquire the direct response at the time of a voice casting, we measured the comfort/discomfort using
pNN50, similar to the preliminary experiment. Since the purpose of this experiment is to compare different pattern
combinations of the voice-casting robot, we decided not to use the gradient but the average rate of change and
measure it for the evaluation. The following formula shows the calculation method of the average rate of change r:

r = 100
μA − μR

μR

,

where μA is the average pNN50 value while active (moving) and μR is the average pNN50 value while resting.
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Table 3

Combinations and differences in movement for the t-test

Combination Movement

Group 1 Group 2 Point of similarity Point of difference

I II None Voice Casting

III None Follow Up

IV None Voice Casting, Follow Up

II IV Voice Casting Follow Up

III IV Follow up Voice Casting

Fig. 7. The comparison of biometric information (pNN50) for all pattern with significant difference tested by pair t-test.

4.7. Results

4.7.1. T-test comparison of the average rate of change in pNN50 for each pattern
For each of the patterns I to IV, the paired t-test (α = 0.05) was conducted to compare each group with attention

paid to the difference in behavior. The combinations used in the test are shown in Table 3. A paired t-test showed
a significant effect between the biometric information recorded from pattern III and pattern IV (t (8) = −2.129,
p < 0.066). The comparison of all pNN50 results with the significant effect is shown in Fig. 7.

4.7.2. T-test comparison of subjective evaluation scores for each pattern
A paired t-test (α = 0.05) was performed to find if there was any significant difference between subjective

evaluation score. The comparison of pairs is shown in Table 3. From the paired t-test results, we found the significant
effect of pattern I vs. II (t (8) = −3.277, p < 0.05), pattern I vs. IV (t (8) = −6.008, p < 0.001), and pattern III
vs. IV (t (8) = −7.0, p < 0.001) accordingly. The comparison of subjective evaluation scores with t-test results is
shown in Fig. 8.

4.8. Discussion

The comparison of biometric information shows a significant difference only between patterns III and IV, where
there is similarity in follow-ups but voice-casting is different. This may suggest that voice-casting could influence
the comfort/discomfort state in addition to follow-up. However, no significant difference is found for patterns I and
II, where voice casting is also different. We assume that the number of participants was small, hence a large standard
deviation could be an important factor.

For the comparison of subjective evaluation scores, a significant difference was observed between patterns I and
IV, and between patterns III and IV at the 1% level. First, between patterns I and IV, the mean values were 2.1 and
4.2, respectively. Since this is an interval scale variable, it indicates motivation improvement as the score of 2.1 is
categorized as “a little unmotivated,” while 4.2 is categorized as “motivated.” It can be implied that the subjective
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Fig. 8. The comparison of subjective impression score with significant difference tested by pair t-test.

evaluation of motivation increases drastically when the combination of follow-up and voice casting is used rather
than the robot move only. Next, between patterns III and IV, the mean values were 1.9 and 4.2 respectively. Similarly,
it can be implied that the motivation is increased when the combination of follow-up and voice casting is used. For
this comparison (III and IV), the significant effect in the difference of biometric information is also observed.
Therefore, it is possible to conclude that a combination of voice casting and follow-up features of the robot effects
a participant’s motivation.

From the participant’s comments after the experiment, the participants tend to have a negative impression, such
as frustration, for the pattern I, as it is presumed that participants are being forced semi-compulsively, instead of
working ambitiously with a sense of work. For pattern II, the participants gave positive comments regarding voice-
casting as they could feel that the robot was working together with the participant on the rehabilitation. However, a
few participants said that they were surprised by the robot’s voice, so the way a robot speaks could also be improved
in the future. Meanwhile, comments regarding pattern III revealed many negative emotions, such as intimidation,
embarrassment, and indignation. This could be caused by the follow-up feature of the robot, in which the participants
could not understand the robot’s intention. Hence the feeling of being puzzled or irritation occurred. Finally, the
comments for pattern IV reflect many positive feelings such as feeling cared for and feeling secure. In addition,
we also received comments that the robot should be made simpler like a pet to show affection and have a soothing
effect.

5. Voice casting robot with an awareness of the arousal status

5.1. Motivation

The result of the previous experiment showed that the rehabilitation robot with voice-casting is more effective
than no voice-casting. However, it is necessary to further investigate which condition is suitable for voice-casting.
The robot in the previous experiment uses different voice phrases according to the subjects’ valence level. However,
the combination of valence and arousal values may indicates a totally specific emotion based on the valence/arousal
model as in Russel’s circumflex model of affect [39]. The combination of low valence (unpleasant) and high arousal
(activated), could be considered as angry, and also irritation (red area in Fig. 9). On the other hand, low valence
(unpleasant) with low arousal (deactivated) could be interpreted as sad or bored (blue area in Fig. 9). Casting a
voice on the patients with the specific emotions such as irritated patients or bored patients would yield a different
result. The previous experiment did not consider the combination of valence and arousal values. Therefore, in this
experiment, we consider these features to compare the effect of voice casting on a different emotion.
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Fig. 9. Russell’s circumflex model of affect [26] The horizontal-vertical axes are valence-arousal, accordingly.

5.2. Improvement of the system

To calculate arousal value, the attention and meditation values obtained from EEG of Neurosky’s Mindwave mo-
bile are used. The experiment shows that attention value correlates with the β wave, and meditation value correlates
with the α wave of the EEG frequency band. Therefore, arousal can be calculated from attention and meditation
values. For pNN50, we calculated from the RRI obtained from the pulse sensor.

The improved system contains a module attached to a walker that would transmit data obtained from sensors
attached to the patient wirelessly. A microcomputer (Arduino) and an electroencephalograph that performs pulse
data acquisition and data transmission using serial communication are used in the module.

The wireless communication between Arduino and the Raspberry Pi for transmission of RRI data obtained from
the pulse sensor attached to a patient is done using XBee. For brainwaves transmission, the EEG from Neurosky’s
Mindwave mobile provided Bluetooth wireless transmission to measure the attention and meditation value. Arousal
value is calculated from the difference in attention and meditation value obtained from EEG of Neurosky’s Mind-
wave Mobile [40]. The estimated emotion is sleepy when the difference of attention and meditation is zero or less.
Meanwhile, valence value is calculated from the RR wave obtained from pulse sensor similar to previous experi-
ment.

In this experiment, in order to prevent the effect of each voice call from being unclear, the previous voice call was
performed so that 4 to 5 voice calls were performed during a 10 m walk. For 20 seconds from the beginning, no call
was made even below the threshold.

5.3. Experiment

The following experiment was conducted to compare the effectiveness of voice-casting based on arousal and
based on valence. In this experiment, we set the timing for all voice-casting to be at least 20 seconds apart from the
previous voice-casting in order to prevent effect confusion from successive voice calls.

5.3.1. Experiment method
Five students (ages around 20–25 years old) participated in the experiment after having given consent. Before

the experiment starts, the experimenter attaches a weight to the ankle of the participant to add load to walking. The
loads are added to give the burden effects as the subjects are young people instead of the elderly people or those
who under rehabilitee treatment. The participant will be guided to walk for 10 m by a voice casting robot and will
walk using a walker. The walking distance 10 m was validated in elderly’s 6-minutes’ walk study by Kawamoto et
al. [41]. According to the advice by rehabilitation experts, the voice casting robot is placed in front of the participant
to always keep 2 m distance not to lower the line of sight.

In this experiment, we compared the effect of voice-casting with and without considering the arousal level. There
are three patterns as follows;
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Fig. 10. Changes in BPM, Arousal, and pNN50 for participant A during pattern I (no voice calling).

(1) No voice-casting at all
(2) Voice-casting when the participant is unpleasant (low valence, any level of arousal)
(3) Voice-casting when the participant is unpleasant and deactivated (low valence, low arousal)

All voice-casting is preceded by follow-up, which was described in Section 4.4 and Fig. 6.

5.3.2. Analysis method
For all three experimental patterns, we calculate changes in BPM, arousal value, and pNN50 using the following

equations:

�B =
60∑
i=0

BB −
M∑

i=60

BW,

where BB and BW are BPM measured during baseline and walking, and i is the time (secs) from the beginning
(i = 0) to the end of baseline measurement (60 secs), and M indicates the time at the end of the measurement.

�A =
60∑
i=0

AB −
M∑

i=60

AW,

where AB and AW are arousal value measured during baseline (i = 0) to the end of baseline measurement (i = 60)
and during walking (from i = 60 to M), respectively.

�pNN50 =
N∑

i=0

pNN50B −
M∑

i=N

pNN50W,

where pNN50B and pNN50W are pNN50 values measured during baseline (i = 0) to the end of baseline measure-
ment (i = 60) and during walking (from i = 60 to M), respectively.

5.4. Result and discussion

5.4.1. Time series analysis result
All the subjects showed the same tendency for the results. Therefore, Fig. 10, Fig. 11, and Fig. 12 show the

participant A’s results for the time series analysis by visualizing the changes in arousal, BPM, and pNN50 during
pattern I, II, and III, respectively.

.
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Fig. 11. Changes in BPM, Arousal, and pNN50 for participant A during pattern II (voice calling only when unpleasant).

Fig. 12. Changes in BPM, Arousal, and pNN50 for participant A during pattern III (voice calling when unpleasant and deactivated).

From the result shown in Fig. 10, we found that participant’s arousal changes are around −20 to 40 in the pattern
I (no voice-casting). Valence, which is calculated from pNN50, was quite low, which can be interpreted that the
participant felt annoyed. It can be assumed that the robot merely moves in front of the participant without any
interaction with the participant; hence, the participant could feel irritated that the robot blocks their way.

On the other hand, results observed from pattern II, shown in Fig. 11, show that the participant’s valence (ob-
served by pNN50) was high from the starting point of the experiment, which is interpreted as pleasure. Since the
robot would perform voice-casting when it moves, it can be implied that the participant felt pleasure when the robot
moves because of the voice-casting, unlike pattern I where the participant felt irritated. This pattern is programmed
so that the robot would perform voice-casting when the participant’s valence is low. The arousal value of the partic-
ipant seems to have decreased after the voice-casting. When arousal value is negative, the participant’s state enters
meditation, which means that the brain is relaxed. Also, it can be noticed from the transition of pNN50 value that
the sympathetic nerve became dominant when the robot performs voice-casting. Especially for the first time voice-
casting, arousal value increased to as high as 60. Arousal value is also increased after voice-casting. Therefore, it
can be implied that the participant became nervous when the robot performs voice-casting. However, the participant
felt more pleasant (the parasympathetic nervous system was more relaxed) when the robot performs voice-casting
for the third time. The phrase used in voice-casting was, “You don’t need to hurry,” which could have made the
participant feel more relaxed.

Figure 12 shows arousal, BPM, and pNN50 when the robot performs voice-casting when the participant’s arousal
value is low, which means that it enters the meditation state. Arousal value tends to increase from the start of
voice-casting.
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Fig. 13. The comparison of average pNN50 value observed from each pattern, with significant effect showed by ANOVA.

Fig. 14. The comparison of arousal value between pattern I and pattern III, with significant effect showed by t-test.

Fig. 15. The comparison of average BPM value observed from each pattern.

5.4.2. Statistical analysis result
We performed a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) (α = 0.05) on the differences between the average

values of BPM, arousal level, and pNN50 during resting (baseline measurement) and during the experiment (all
three patterns). The comparisons cover all subjects’ results and are shown in Figs 13 to 16.

ANOVA was performed on the difference between the mean of BPM values (see Fig. 13) and the mean of the
arousal values (see Fig. 14), but no significant difference was observed (p > 0.05). On the other hand, significant
differences were observed when ANOVA was performed on the difference between the mean values of pNN50 (p <

0.05). Post-hoc comparison by Tukey HSD shows a significant difference between patterns II and III (p < 0.05).
Also, a significant trend was observed between pattern I and III and pattern I and II (p < 0.1), as shown in Fig. 15.

From the above results, it can be implied that voice-casting performed in pattern III when the participant is a
little aroused can make the participant feel more relaxed (activated parasympathetic nerve) than the voice-casting
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Fig. 16. The comparison of average arousal value observed from each pattern.

performed in pattern II, which occurs when the participant felt unpleasant. Also, pattern II could make the participant
feel more relaxed than the pattern I when no voice-casting is made.

Therefore, it can be summarized that the pNN50 of the participant experiencing pattern II where valence (voice-
casting when the participant is unpleasant) is low, where the sympathetic nerve is dominant. A sympathetic dominant
state is when the blood pressure rises, and body tension is increased, or when the participant was trying hard for
rehabilitation. So, performing voice-casting when the valence is low could boost the sympathetic dominant state.

Figure 16 shows the comparison with the t-test result of the arousal level of the pattern I and pattern III. This
result shows that voice-casting could activate the biometric information of the participant during rehabilitation.

From the above pNN50 (valence) and arousal (attention-meditation) values, it can be implied that the rehabili-
tation patient could be encouraged to work harder and be more active during rehabilitation by using voice-casting
when low valence and low arousal.

5.4.3. Discussion
From the results described above, there were no significant differences between the mean of BPM and the mean

of arousal value. This could be because the experiment was performed with a predefined distance and speed, which
were similar for all patterns. Therefore, having voice-casting or not, did not particularly change the load of the
participant. On the other hand, a significant difference was observed between the means of pNN50. It is considered
that when the participant is in a deactivation state, voice-casting could make them feel more pleasant, as seen from
the rise in pNN50. Also, performing voice-casting while the participant is in an unpleasant state could stimulate
tension more than no voice-casting at all.

On the other hand, although the arousal level was increased in both voice-casting and no voice-casting while
walking, t-test results showed that the arousal level increased more when performing voice-casting during the de-
activation condition. From these results, it can be suggested that walking could increase arousal, as well as voice-
casting.

From the rise of arousal and tension seen in the results, it can be implied that participants are more active and
willing to try hard in rehabilitation. In addition, it is possible to enhance relaxation (increase in valence) by per-
forming voice-casting when the participant’s valence is low. Therefore, we can grasp the state of a person more
closely by taking into account the two values of valence and arousal, hence, perform the more appropriate action for
encouraging the rehabilitation process.

In the social robot domain, it has been found that novelty effects exist in the use of technology. While the use new
technology is new to the user, it can promote positive response, however, positive response or interest could drop
over time. This is found in many works involving social robot [42,43]. In our work, novelty may affect the positive
response of the user. However, human emotion is unpredictable, therefore, the interaction between user and robot
can always be something new. For example, it is possible to create the robot that respond to the user according to
the emotion, or even mimic the user’s emotion at the time being. Although it is not the scope of this work, it could
be considered as future work.
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6. Conclusion and future work

In this research, we proposed a voice-casting robot to reduce the workload of the human caregiver during reha-
bilitation therapy. The proposed voice-casting robot would estimate the patient’s emotion using real-time sensing
of biometric information and select suitable supportive phrases for voice casting in order to increase the patient’s
motivation during rehabilitation therapy. From the experiment, we found a significant improvement of the partic-
ipant’s motivation when the robot uses voice-casting rather than moving only. As a result, it can be implied that
our proposed voice-casting robot is effective for rehabilitation, and hence could reduce the workload of the human
caregiver.

One issue with our evaluation experiment is that the participants were not actually older people or rehabilitation
patients. Instead, the participants in our experiment are young people in their 20 s to 40 s. So, it may be too quick
to assume that our proposed voice-casting robot will be effective in actual rehabilitation therapy. Therefore, it is
important to evaluate our experiment on elderly people or rehabilitation patients to further prove our proposed
method. Next, the participants’ comments also suggested that the robot could be better designed for multiple voice
styles, quieter motor noise, and improved appearance. Also, although the evaluation of Paro [2,4,23] used the EEG
signal for biometric evaluation, we did not adopt such a signal in this study due to many restrictions such as the
requirement of stationary state for measurement.

We also performed another experiment on an improved version of voice-casting robot by also considering arousal
level, measurable from EEG signal. As a result, it was found that participants felt more comfortable when voice-
casting was performed by referring to both arousal and valence.

For the next step, the sample size should be increased in order to acquire more robust data for statistical analysis.
Even though, the sample size is small, it is reasonably enough to do the analysis for the physiological measurements
[19,44–47]. Also, in the future, more consideration regarding timing could be investigated. Regarding voice casting,
a study has shown that messages conveyed through words during rehabilitation therapy, may only contain 35% of the
total information. The remaining 65% could be conveyed through expression or tone [48]. Therefore, it is necessary
to examine in more detail behavior such as facial expressions and follow-up used in a fixed way in this research.
Others physiological data such as breathing frequency or electrodermal activity (EDA) also may be considered in
order to gain better result. Finally, if we can tailor voice casting and follow-ups according to the state and timing of
individuals using machine learning and AI in the future, it could be possible to develop a voice-casting robot with
better supportive effects considering individual differences.
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